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Abstract

We survey learning algorithms that are based on the Fourier Transform representation. In many cases we simplify the original proofs and integrate the proofs of related
results. We hope that this would give the reader a complete and comprehensive understanding of both the results and the techniques.

1 Introduction
The importance of using the \right" representation of a function in order to \approximate"
it has been widely recognized. The Fourier Transform representation of a function is a classic
representation which is widely used to approximate real functions (i.e. functions whose inputs
are real numbers). However, the Fourier Transform representation for functions whose inputs
are boolean has been far less studied. On the other hand it seems that the Fourier Transform
representation can be used to learn many classes of boolean functions.
At this point it would be worthwhile to say a few words about the Fourier Transform of
functions whose inputs are boolean. The basis functions are based on the parity of subsets
of the input variables. Every function whose inputs are boolean can be written as a linear
combination of this basis, and coecients represent the correlation between the function and
the basis function.
The work of [LMN89] was the rst to point of the connection between the Fourier spectrum and learnability. They presented a quasi-polynomial-time (i.e. O(npoly log(n) )) algorithm for learning the class AC 0 (polynomial size constant depth circuits); the approximation
is with respect to the uniform distribution. Their main result is an interesting property of
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the representation of the Fourier Transform of AC 0 circuits; based on it they derived a learning algorithm for AC 0. For the speci c case of DNF the result was improved in [Man92].
In [Kha93] it is shown, based on a cryptographic assumption, that the running time of
O(npoly log(n) ) for AC 0 circuits is the best possible.
In [AM91] polynomial time algorithms are given for learning both probabilistic decision
lists and probabilistic read once decision trees with respect to the uniform distribution. In
this paper we concentrate on deterministic functions, namely deterministic decision lists,
hence, some of the techniques and the results of [AM91] do not appear here.
The work of [KM91] uses the Fourier representation to derive a polynomial time learning
algorithm for decision trees, with respect to the uniform distribution. The algorithm is based
on a procedure that nds the signi cant Fourier coecients.
Most of the work on learning using the Fourier Transform assumes that the underline
distribution is uniform. There has been a few successful attempts to extend some of the
results to product distributions. In [FJS91] it is shown how to learn AC 0 circuit with respect
to a product distribution. In [Bel92] the algorithm that searches for the signi cant coecients
is extended to work for product distributions. However, in this paper we concentrate on the
uniform distribution.
There are additional works about the Fourier Transform representation of boolean function. The rst work used Fourier Transform to the show results in theoretical computer
science was the work of [KKL88], that proves properties about the sensitivity of boolean
functions. The relation between DNFs and their Fourier Transform representation is also
studied in [BHO90]. Other works that are investigating the Fourier Transform of Boolean
functions are [Bru90, BS90, SB91].
In this work we focus on the main results about the connection between Fourier Transform
and learnability. The survey is mainly based on the works that appeared in [LMN89, AM91,
KM91, Man92]. Some of the proofs are a simpli cation of the original proofs and in many
cases we try to give a common structure to di erent results.
Some of the learning results shown here are based on the lower bound techniques that
were developed for proving lower bound for polynomial size constant depth circuit [Ajt83,
FSS84, Yao85, Has86]. When we need to apply those results we only state the results that
we use but do not prove them.
The paper is organized as following. Section 2 gives the de nition of the learning model
and some basic results that are used throughout the paper. Section 3 introduces the Fourier
Transform and some of its properties. Section 4 establishes the connection between the
Fourier Transform and learning. This section includes two important algorithms. The Low
Degree algorithm, that approximates functions by considering their Fourier coecients on
small sets and the Sparse algorithm, that is based on the work of [GL89, KM91], which
learns a function by approximating its signi cant coecients.
In Section 5, we show various classes of functions that can be learned using the above
algorithm. We start with the simple class of decision lists (from [AM91]). We continue with
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properties of decision trees (from [KM91]). The last class is boolean circuits there we show
properties for both DNF and AC 0 circuits (from [LMN89, Man92]).

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Learning Model

The learning model has a class of functions F which we wish to learn. Out of this class there
is a speci c function f 2 F which is chosen as a target function. A learning algorithm has
access to examples. An example is a pair < x; f (x) >, where x is an input and f (x) is the
value of the target function on the input x. After requesting a nite number of examples, the
learning algorithm outputs a hypothesis h. The error of a hypothesis h, with respect to the
function f , is de ned to be error(f; h) =4 Pr[f (x) 6= h(x)], where x is distributed uniformly
over f0; 1gn .
We discuss two models for accessing the examples. In the uniform distribution model the
algorithm has access to a random source of examples. Each time the algorithm requests an
example, a random input x 2 f0; 1gn is chosen uniformly, and the example < x; f (x) > is
returned to the algorithm. In the membership queries model, the algorithm can query the
unknown function f on any input x 2 f0; 1gn and receive the example < x; f (x) >.
A randomized algorithm A learns a class of functions F if for every f 2 F and ";  > 0
the algorithm outputs an hypothesis h such that with probability at least 1 ,

error(f; h)  "
The algorithm A learns in polynomial time if its running time is polynomial in n, 1=", and
log 1=.

2.2 Probability

In many places we use the Cherno bound to bound the sum of random variables. (For a
presentation of the bounds see [HR89].)

Lemma 2.1 (Cherno ) Let X1; : : : ; Xm be independent identically distributed random variables such that, Xi 2 [ 1; +1], E [Xi ] = p and Sm = Pmi=1 Xi . Then


Pr j Smm pj    2e
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2 m=2

3 The Fourier Basis
The functions we are interested in have boolean inputs and are of the form,

f : f0; 1gn ! R:
We are mainly interested in boolean functions of the form,

f : f0; 1gn ! f 1; +1g:
We are interested in creating a basis for those functions. Recall that a basis, in this case, is a
set of basis functions such that any function of the form f : f0; 1gn ! R can be represented
as a linear combination of the basis functions. One basis is the functions term (x), for
2 f0; 1gnP, where term ( ) = 1 and term ( ) = 0 for 6= . Any function f can be
written as a term (x) where the constants are a = f ( ). In the following we describe
a di erent basis which is called the Fourier basis.
The Fourier basis has 2n functions; for each 2 f0; 1gn there is a function  : f0; 1gn !
f+1; 1g. The value of a basis function  is,
Pn
 (x) = ( 1) i xi i :
=1

An alternative way of de ning the same functions, which we also use throughout the text,
is to denote the basis functions using a subset S  f1; : : :; ng. The set S de nes the set of
inputs on which the function S is de ned. The value of S depends on the parity of the
inputs in S . Formally,
(
P x mod 2 = 0
Y
+1
if
x
i
S (x) = ( 1) = 1 if Pi2S xi mod 2 = 1
i2 S i
i2 S
Note that,

S (x)   (x)
where S  f1; : : : ; ng, and i 2 S () i = 1.
The inner product of two functions f and g is,
X
< f; g > = 21n
f (x)g(x) = E [f  g];
x2f0;1gn
where E is the expected
value of f  g using the uniform distribution on f0; 1gn . The norm
p
of a function is kf k = < f; f >.
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3.1 Basis Properties

We mention a few properties of the Fourier basis de ned above.
 The basis is normal, i.e. kS k  1, since 8x : 2S (x) = 1.
    =  + , where the addition is bit-wise exclusive or.
 If 6= 0 then E [ ] = 0.
 Orthogonality
(
<  ;  >= E [   ] = E [ + ] = 10 ifif =
6=

:

 Dimensionality. The orthogonality implies that the dimension of the basis is 2n .
From the dimensionality of the basis we can deduce that every function f : f0; 1gn ! R

can be represented as a linear combination of basis functions.
Claim 3.1 For any f : f0; 1gn ! R then,
X
a  (x);
f (x) =
2f0;1gn

where a = f^( ) =< f;  >.
The Parseval's identity relates the values of the coecients to the values of the function.
Theorem 3.2 (Parseval's Identity) For any f : f0; 1gn ! R,
X ^2
f ( ) = E [f 2 ]
2f0;1gn

Proof: Consider the following simple algebraic manipulations.

13
2
! 0X
X
Ex[f 2(x)] = Ex 4 f^( ) (x) @ f^( ) (x)A5
XX ^ ^
f ( )f ( )Ex [ + (x)]
=

If 6= , then Ex[

+

(x)] is zero,, therefore, the expression reduces to,
X
E [f 2] = f^2( );

which completes the proof.
2
n
identity for boolean functions, i.e. f : f0; 1g ! f 1; +1g, states that
P Parseval's
f^2( )  1
5

4 Learning and Fourier Transform
We start by considering an example. Let f be a boolean function, such that for some (known)
it holds that f^( ) = 0:9, and no other information about f is known. A natural hypothesis
would be, h(x)  0:9 (x), and we would like to estimate the error squared for h. (Intuitively
it is clear that if the expected error squared is small then we have a good estimation in some
sense. Later we will show how this parameter relates to boolean prediction.)
Let the error function is errorh(x) = jf (x) h(x)j. The expected error square is,
1
0


X
E [(f h)2] = @ f^2( )A + f^2( ) f^2( ) = 1 f^2( ) = 1 0:81 = 0:19:
6=

Introducing another piece of information, e.g. f^( ) = 0:3, would reduce the error. Our
new hypothesis would be h(x)  0:9 (x) + 0:3 (x), and the expected error square is,
E [(f h)2] = 1 f^2( ) f^2( ) = 1 0:81 0:09 = 0:1:

Boolean Prediction

In the example above, our hypothesis h(x) was not a boolean function. In order to get a
boolean prediction we can output +1 if h(x)  0 and 1 if h(x) < 0. More formally,
De nition The Sign function takes a real parameter and return its sign,
(
def +1 if z  0
Sign(z) =
1 if z < 0 :
The following claim shows that the expected error squared bound the probability of an
error in predicting according to the sign of h.
Claim 4.1 If f is a boolean function then,
Pr[f (x) 6= Sign(h(x))]  E [(f h)2]:
Proof: Let I be the indicator function, i.e.
(
def 1 if f (x) 6= Sign(h(x))
I [f (x) 6= Sign(h(x))] = 0 if f (x) = Sign(h(x))
The probability of error is,
X
Pr[f (x) 6= Sign(h(x))] = 21n I [f (x) 6= Sign(h(x))] :
x
We show that for every x 2 f0; 1gn , I [f (x) 6= Sign(h(x))]  (f (x) h(x))2, which implies
the claim. We consider the following two cases.
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 If f (x) = Sign(h(x)) then I [f (x) 6= Sign(h(x))] = 0, so clearly,
I [f (x) =
6 Sign(h(x))] = 0  (f (x) h(x))2:
 If f (x) 6= Sign(h(x)) then we have jf (x) h(x)j  1. Therefore,
I [f (x) =
6 Sign(h(x))] = 1  (f (x) h(x))2:
2

As a result from the claim we can use E [(f h)2] as an upper bound for Pr[f (x) 6=
Sign(h(x))]. Notice that the above proof holds for any distribution although we apply it
here only to the uniform distribution.
The following de nition would be useful.
De nition 4.2 A (real) function g "-approximates f if E [(f (x) g(x))2]  ".

4.1 Approximating a single coecient

Recall the example in which we \know" that the coecient at is \large". There we assumed
that we are given the value of the coecient of (i.e. f^( ) is given). In this section we show
how to approximate it from random examples.
We are interested in approximating a coecient f^( ) for a given . Recall that,
f^( ) =< f;  >= E [f   ]
Since we are interested only in an estimate, we can sample randomly xi's and take the
average value. The sampling is done by choosing the xis from the uniform distribution, and
the estimate is,
m
X
a = m1 f (xi) (xi):
i=1


Using the Cherno bounds, for m  2 ln 2 , the probability that the error in the estimate
is more than  is,
Pr[jf^( ) a j  ]  2e  m=2  :
2
Given that jf^( ) a j   then (f^( ) a )  2 , and
X
E [(f a  )2] = f^2( ) + (f^( ) a )2  1 f^2( ) + 2:
2

2

6=

Recall that the original error was 1 f^2( ), given that we knew exactly the value of f^( ).
Hence, the \penalty" for estimating f^( ) there is an additional error term of 2.
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4.2 Low Degree Algorithm

In the previous section we showed how to approximate a single coecient. For many classes
of functions, each function can be approximated by considering only a small number of
coecients. Furthermore, those are the coecients that correspond to small sets1.
Assume
f is de ned \mainly" on the \low" coecients. Formally, a function has an ( ; d)P
degree if S:jSj>d f^2(S )  . The algorithm that approximates an ( ; d)-degree function is
the following.

 Sample m examples, < xi; f (xi)q>. For
each
S , with jS j  d, compute aS =


P
d
d
m
1
2n
1 n
m i=1 f (xi )S (xi ), where m  2 "  ln  :
 Output the function h(x),
X
h(x) def
=

jS jd

aS S (x):

Theorem 4.3 Let f be an ( ; d)-degree function. Then with probability 1  the Low Degree
Algorithm outputs a hypothesis h such that E [(f h)2 ]  + ".
Proof: First we claim that the algorithm approximates each coecient within . More
precisely,

Pr[jaS f^(S )j  ]  2e  m=2
The error of h(x) is bounded by,
X ^
X 2
E [(f h)2] = +
(f (S ) aS )2  +
  + nd  2:
2

jS jd

jS jd

We want to bound the error by + ". Therefore,

r"
 " =)   nd :
This needs to hold with probability 1 , therefore,
nd   2

2e
which holds for

2 m=2  nd

 ;

d!
d
2
n
2
n
m  " ln  :

2

1 We call the coecients of small sets the \low" coecients, and the coecients of large sets the \high"
coecients.
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Note that we did not \really" use the low degree in any other way than to bound the
size of the set of the \interesting" coecients. We can use the same algorithm to learn any
function that can be approximated by using a small set of coecients which is known in
advance to the algorithm. (In a similar way we would approximate each coecient in the set
separately, and the time complexity would be proportional to the number of coecients.)

4.3 Learning Sparse Functions

In the previous section we showed how to learn a function by approximating its Fourier
coecients on sets that are smaller than a certain parameter d, with a running time of
O(nd ). However, in many cases most of the coecients of sets that are smaller than d may
still be negligible. Furthermore, it might be the case that a function can be approximated
by a small number of coecients, but the coecients do not correspond to small sets.
In this section we describe a learning algorithm that learns the target function by nding
a sparse function, i.e. a function with a small number of non-zero coecients. The main
advantage of the algorithm is that its running time is polynomial in the number of non-zero
coecients. However, the disadvantage is that the algorithm uses the query model. We start
by de ning a sparse function.

De nition 4.4 A function f is t-sparse if it has at most t non zero Fourier coecients.
The main result in this section is that if f can be "-approximated by some polynomiallysparse function g then there is a randomized polynomial time algorithm that nds a polynomially sparse function h that O(")-approximates f . This algorithm works in the query
model and the approximation is with respect to the uniform distribution.
The rst step is to show that if f can be approximated by a polynomially sparse function
g, it can be approximated by a polynomially sparse function that has only \signi cant"
coecients. We remark that we do not make a \direct" use of g (e.g., by approximating g
instead of approximating f ) but only use its existence in the analysis.

Lemma 4.5 If f can be "-approximated by a t-sparse function g then there exists a t-sparse
function h such that E [(f h)2 ]  " + "2=t and all the non-zero coecients of h are at least
"=t.
Proof: Let  = fS jg^(S ) 6= 0g and 0 =  \ fS j jf^(S )j  "t g. Since g is t-sparse, then
j0j  jj  t. Let h be the function obtained from 0 by taking the respective coecients

of f . Namely,

h(x) =

X ^
f (S )S (x):

S 20
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Clearly h is t-sparse. We now bound the value of E [(f h)2] as follows,
X ^2
X
Ex[(f (x) h(x))2] = f^2(S ) +
f (S ):
S 62

S 2 0

The rst term bounds E [(f g)2] from below, since it includes all the coecients that are
not in the support of g. We bound the second term using the fact that j 0j  t, and for
each S 2  0, it holds that jf^(S )j  "t . Hence
Ex[(f (x) h(x))2]  " + ( "t )2t = " + "2=t;
which completes the proof.
2
The above lemma has reduced the problem of approximating f by a t-sparse function
to the problem of nding all the coecients of f that are greater than a threshold of "=t.
Note that the function h de ned above does not necessarily contain all the coecients of f
which are greater than "=t, but only those which appear also in g. However, adding these
coecients to h can only make h a better approximation for f . In any case, the number of
these coecients, as follows from Lemma 4.8 below, cannot be too high.
Our aim is to show a randomized polynomial time procedure that given a function f
and a threshold  outputs (with probability 1 ) all the coecients for which jf^(z)j  .
The procedure runs in polynomial time in n, 1= and log 1=. (Having f means that the
algorithm can use queries.)
The algorithm partitions the coecients according to their pre x. Let
X ^
f (x) =
f (z)z (x):
z2f0;1gn

For every 2 f0; 1gk , we de ne the function f : f0; 1gn k ! R as follows:
X ^
f ( ) (x)
f (x) =4
2f0;1gn k

In other words, the function f (x) includes all the coecients f^(z) of f such that z starts
with and no other coecient (i.e. all other coecients are 0). This immediately gives
the key idea for how to nd the signi cant coecients of f : nd (recursively) the signi cant
coecients of f0 and f1. During the learning process we can only query for the value of
the target function f in certain points. Therefore, we rst have to show that f (x) can be
eciently computed using such queries to f . Actually, we do not need to compute the exact
value of f (x) but rather it is sucient to approximate it. The following lemma gives an
equivalent formulation of f , which is computationally much more appealing:
Lemma 4.6 Let f be a function, 1  k < n, 2 f0; 1gk and x 2 f0; 1gn k , then
f (x) = Ey2f0;1gk [f (yx) (y)]:
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The above formulation implies that even though we cannot compute the value of f (x)
exactly we can approximate
it by approximating the above expectation.
Proof: Let f (yx) = Pz f^(z)z (yx). Note that if z = z1z2, where z1 2 f0; 1gk , then
z (yx) = z (y)z (x). Therefore,
" XX
!
#
Ey [f (yx) (y)] = Ey
f^(z1z2)z (y)z (x)  (y)
z z
XX ^
f (z1z2)z (x)Ey [z (y) (y)]
=
1

2

1

1

2

2

2

z1 z2

1

where y and z1 are strings in f0; 1gk and z2 is in f0; 1gn k . By the orthonormality of the
basis, it follows that Ey [z (y) (y)] equals 0 if z1 6= , and equals 1 if z1 = . Therefore,
only the terms with z1 = contribute in the sum. Thus, it equals,
X ^
f ( z2)z (x) = f (x);
Ey [f (yx) (y)] =
1

z2 2f0;1gn k

2

which completes the proof of the lemma.
2
Since both jf (x)j = 1 and j (y)j = 1 we derive the following corollary on the value of
f (x).
Corollary 4.7 Let f be a boolean function, 1  k < n, 2 f0; 1gk and x 2 f0; 1gn k , then
jf (x)j  1:
We showed how to decompose a function f into functions f , 2 f0; 1gk , such that each
coecient of f appears in a unique f . Recall that our aim is to nd the coecients f^(z)
such that jf^(z)j  . The next lemma claims that this cannot hold for \too many" values of
z, and that the property E [f 2]  2 cannot hold for \many" (of length k) simultaneously.
Lemma 4.8 Let f be a boolean function, and  > 0. Then,
1. At most 1=2 values of z satisfy jf^(z )j  .
2. For any 1  k < n, at most 1=2 functions f with 2 f0; 1gk satisfy E [f 2 ]  2.
Proof: By the assumption that f is a boolean function combined with Parseval's equality,
we get
X ^2
f (z ) = E [f 2 ] = 1:
z2f0;1gn

Therefore, (1) immediately follows. Similarly, using the de nition of f ,
X ^2
f ( ):
E [f 2 ] =
2f0;1gn k
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SUBROUTINE SA( )
IF E [f 2]  2 THEN
IF j j = n THEN OUTPUT
ELSE SA( 0); SA( 1);
Figure 1: Subroutine SA
Thus, if jf^( )j  , for some 2 f0; 1gn k , then E [f 2]  2. By the above two equalities
the following holds,
X
E [f 2 ] = E [f 2 ] = 1:
2f0;1gk

Therefore, at most 1=2 functions f have E [f 2]  2, which completes the proof of (2). 2

The Sparse Algorithm

By now the algorithm for nding the signi cant coecients of a function f should be rather
obvious. It is described by the recursive subroutine SA, appearing in Figure 1. We start the
algorithm by calling SA(), where  is the empty string.
As mentioned earlier in this section, we know that each coecient of f appears in exactly
one of f 0 and f 1. Also, if jf^( )j  , for some 2 f0; 1gn k , then E [f 2]  2 (note that
when j j = n, then E [f 2] = f^2( )). Therefore, the algorithm outputs all the coecients
that are larger than .
By lemma 4.8, we also know that the number of 's for which E [f 2]  2 is bounded by
1=2 , for each length of . Thus, the total number of recursive calls is bounded by O(n=2).
This is a sketch of the algorithm. Formally, we are still not done, since this algorithm
assumes that we can compute E [f 2] exactly, something that is not achievable in polynomial
time. On the other hand, we can approximate E [f 2] very accurately in polynomial time2.
To conclude, the Sparse Algorithm achieves the following goal.

Theorem 4.9 Let f be a boolean function such that there exists a t-sparse function g that

"-approximates f . Then there exists a randomized algorithm, that on input f and  > 0
outputs a function h, such that with probability 1  the function h O(")-approximates, the
input function f . The algorithm runs in time polynomial in n; t, 1=" and log 1=.
2

We do not show the details of the algorithm and the interested reader is referred to [KM91].
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1

1
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Figure 2: An example of a decision list

5 Properties of complexity classes
In this section we show various complexity class which can be learned through their Fourier
spectrum. We show two kind of properties. The rst is that the class can be approximated by
considering the \low" coecients, such functions can be learn by the Low Degree Algorithm.
The other property is that the class can be approximated by a sparse function, such functions
can be learn by the Sparse Algorithm.

5.1 Decision Lists

A Decision List L is a list of pairs (b1; 1); :::; (br; r) where bi is either a variable or its
negation and i 2 f 1; +1g. (See Figure 2.) The last pair is the terminal pair, and br
is viewed as the constant predicate true. A Decision List L de nes a boolean function as
follows. For an input x, L(x) equals to j where j is the least index such that bj (x) = 1. (Such
an index always exists, since the last predicate is always true.) It is clear that the length
of L is at most n + 1, since if a variable appears twice we can either eliminate its second
appearance or replace it by a terminal pair. (We should remark that such deterministic
decision list are learnable by other methods, see [Riv87]. Our main aim of introducing this
class here is to demonstrate how to use the techniques that we developed.)
Claim 5.1 Given a decision list L(x), there is a function h(x) of at most t variables, such
that E [(L h)2 ]  ", where t  log( 4" ).

Proof: Let h(x) be the decision list that is a pre x of L(x) up to the t-th node, and the
terminal pair has the value of the next leaf in L. The decision list h(x) may have redundant
nodes at the end. In order to change h to a reduced form we can replace the maximal sux
of h, for which all the pairs that have the same value as the terminal pair, by the terminal
pair.
Clearly h is correct on any input that terminates in one of the rst t pairs of L. In the
worst case h(x) makes an error on any other input. Since only 2 t of the inputs continue past
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the tth node in L, the probability that h and L disagrees is at most "=4. Each disagreement
contributes 4 to the error squared, which completes the proof.
2
The above claim shows that we can concentrate only on a small set of variables, approximate the Fourier coecients for every subset of this set and use the approximation to de ne
the approximating function h. More precisely, let S be the set of t variables. For any T  S
we approximate
the value of f^(T ), let aT be the approximated value. The hypothesis we
P
output is T S aT T (x).
There is still a question of how to nd this set of variables. One approach is to try any
set of t variables by running the Low Degree algorithm. This results in a running time of
O(ndlog 4="e). Below we show a more ecient approach.

Claim 5.2 Let L(x) be a decision list. Let xji be the variable in the ith node of L(x), then
jL^ (fjig)j  2  2 i
Proof: By de nition L^ (fjig) = E [L  fjig]. Let Ck be the inputs that reach the kth leaf.

Clearly the Ck s are a partition of the inputs and the number of inputs in Ck is 2n k . For an
input x 2 Ck , for 1  k < i, let x0 be the input x with the ji bit ipped. The two inputs x
and x0 cancel each other in uence on L^ (fjig). Therefore we can ignore all the inputs that
reach leaves before the ith leaf. The number of remaining inputs is 2  2n i , from which the
claim follows.
2
The algorithm for nding the interesting set approximates the coecients of the single
variables. If the coecient is larger than "=2 = 22 t the variable is in the set, otherwise it is
out of the set. Clearly, each variable that we added is one of the t rst variables in the list.
We are guaranteed to add the variables of h(x) (whose de nition appear Claim 5.1), since
their coecients are at least "=2 = 22 t . After nding this set S the algorithm approximates
all the coecients of sets T  S .

5.2 Decision Trees

A Decision Tree is a binary tree where each internal node is labeled with a variable, and
each leaf is labeled with either +1 or 1. Each decision tree de nes a boolean function as
follows. An assignment to the variables determines a unique path from the root to a leaf: at
each internal node the left (respectively right) edge to a child is taken if the variable named
at that internal node is 0 (respectively 1) in the assignment. The value of the function at
the assignment is the value at the leaf reached. (See Figure 3.) The depth of a decision tree
is the length of the longest path from the root to a leaf and denoted by DT-depth(T ). For a
function f we denote by DT-depth(f ) the minimum depth of a decision tree that computes
f . Note that every boolean function on n variables, can be represented by a decision tree
with at most 2n nodes and depth at most n.
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0

x1

1

x3
0
1

x2
1

0

0

x4

0
0

1
1

1
1

Figure 3: A decision tree of depth 3, the concept so de ned is equivalent to the Boolean
formula: (x1 x3) _ (x1 x2 x4) _ (x1 x2).
We show, similar to the case in decision lists, that decision trees also can be approximated
by considering only the \low" coecients. In this case the low coecients are coecients of
set of at most logarithmic size in the number of nodes in the tree.
Claim 5.3 Let T be a decision tree with m nodes. There exists a function h such that all the
Fourier coecients of h on sets larger than t are 0, where t = log m=", and E [(T h)2]  ".
Proof: Let h be the decision tree that results from truncating T at depth t. At the
truncated places we add a leaf with value +1. The probability of reaching one of the leaves
we added is ", therefore Pr[T 6= h]  ".
We need to show that h^ (S ) = 0, for any S such that jS j > t. Since h is a decision tree,
we can write a term for each leaf3, and we are guaranteed that P
exactly one term is true for
each input. Let termi be the terms, then we can write h(x) = mi=1 itermi(x). Each term
has at most t variables, hence, its largest non-zero coecient is of a set of size at most t. In
other words, for each termi(x), all the coecients of sets larger than t are zero. Since h is a
linear combination of such terms all its coecients of sets larger than t are zero.
2
From the above claim we see that it is sucient to approximate the coecients of size
at most t to approximate the decision tree. This can be done by running the Low Degree
algorithm, which results in a running time of O(nlog m=").
In what follows we show that in fact a decision tree can be approximated by a sparse
function, where the number of coecients is polynomial in the size of the decision tree.
3 The term will be the conjunction of the variables on the path from the root to the leaf (with the
appropriate variables negated), such that the term is true i the input reaches this leaf.
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First, we show that function with small L1 (to be de ne latter) can be approximated by
sparse functions. Later we show that decision trees are included in this class.

5.2.1 Learning Functions with the norm L1

We start by de ning the L1 norm of a function.
De nition 5.4 Let L1(f ) be,
X ^
L1(f ) =
jf (S )j:
S f1;:::;ng

The next Lemma shows that if L1(f ) is \small" then f can be approximated by a \few"
coecients.
Theorem 5.5 For every boolean function f there exists a function h, such that h is (L ("f )) sparse and,
E [(f h)2]  ":
Proof: Let  be,
 = fS j jf^(S )j  L "(f ) g
1
Intuitively,  includes all the \signi cant" coecients. From the bound of the sum of the
coeecnts in absolute value (i.e. L1(f )) it follows  size is bounded as follows,
L1(f ) = (L1(f ))2
jj  "=L
"
1 (f )
We de ne the function h to be,
X
h(~x) = f^(S )S (~x):
1

2

S 2

Using the Parseval identity we bound the error as follows,

 1"(

L f
L ( f )
z
}|
{
z
}| {
X
X
X
2
2
2
^
^
^
^
E [(f h) ] = (f (S ) h(S )) = (f (S ))  max
jf (S )j  jf^(S )j  ":
S 62

S 62

S 62

)

1

S 62

The function h has jj non-zero coecients, and the theorem follows from the bound on the
size of .
2
The above theorem de nes a wide class of functions that can be learned eciently using
the Sparse Algorithm. Namely, if L1(f ) is bounded by a polynomial then f can be learned
in polynomial time by the Sparse Algorithm. In the next section we show that decision trees
belong to this class of functions.
The following two simple claims would be helpful in bounding the L1 norm of functions.
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Claim 5.6 L1(f ) + L1(g)  L1(f + g)
Claim 5.7 L1(f )  L1(g)  L1(f  g)
5.2.2 Sparse approximation of Decision Trees

Our aim is to show that decision trees have a small L1(f ). This implies that decision trees
can be approximated by a sparse function, and hence are learnable by the Sparse Algorithm.
The following function would be helpful in describing decision trees.
De nition 5.8 For d  1 and a boolean vector ~b 2 f0; 1gd we de ne the function AND(b ;:::;bd) :
f0; 1gd ! f0; 1g to be,
(
8i; 1  i  d bi = xi
AND(b ;:::;bd)(~x) = 01 Otherwise
1

1

Lemma 5.9 For d  1 and (b1; : : : ; bd) 2 f0; 1gd ,
L1(AND(b ;:::;bd)) = 1
1

Proof: Rewrite the function AND(b ;:::;bd) as,
1

Yd 1 + ( 1)bi i(x) !
AND(b ;:::;bd)(x1; : : : ; xd) =
:
2
i=1
1

Using Claim 5.7,

bi i (x) !
1
+
(
1)
 1:
L1(AND(b ;:::;bd))  L1
2
i=1

Yd

1

Since AND(b ;:::;bd)(b1; : : : ; bd) = 1, then the sum of the coecients is at least 1, hence
L1(AND) = 1.
2
The following theorem bounds the L1 norm of decision trees as a function of the number
of nodes in the tree.
1

Theorem 5.10 Let f (~x) be a function represented by a decision tree T . If T has m leaves,

then,

L1(f )  m:
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Proof: Given a leaf v of T , we look at path from the root of the tree to v. There are

dv nodes in this path. Let xi ; : : : ; xidv be the variables on this path. There is a unique
assignment of values to xi ; : : :; xidv such that f reaches the leaf v. Let bv1; : : :; bvdv be this
assignment. Then,
1

1

8~x 2 f0; 1gn AND(bv;:::;bvdv )(xi ; : : :; xidv ) = 1 , f (~x) arrive to the leaf v:
1

1

The AND(bv ;:::;bvdv ) function identi es all the inputs arriving to the leaf v. For every v 2 T
let v be the value returned by the leaf v. Since on any input f reaches exactly one leaf, it
follows that,
X
8~x 2 f0; 1gn f (~x) =
v  AND(bv ;:::;bvdv )(xiv ; : : :; xivdv ):
1

1

v2Leaves

1

Finally, by Claim 5.6 and Lemma 5.9,
X
L1(f )  L1(AND)  m  L1(AND) = m;
v 2T

which completes the proof of the theorem.
2
Remark: If in the internal nodes in the decision tree we allow to query the value of a
parity of a subset of the input, i.e. the value of S (~x), then still L1(f ) is bounded by the
number of leaves. The proof is along the same lines and is derived by de ning,

AND(b ;:::;bd;

1

and noting that L1(AND(b ;:::;bd;

1

1

1

;::: d ) (~x) = 1

;::: d ) )

() 8i  i (~x) = bi;

=1.

A more general case is that the nodes in the decision tree includes arbitrary predicates.
[Bel92] derives a general method for bounding the L1 of the decision tree as a function of L1
of the predicates in the nodes.
Open Problem: Is there a polynomial time algorithm that, given the Fourier representation of a decision tree, outputs a decision tree for that function.

5.3 Boolean Circuits

A formula is said to be in conjunctive normal form (CNF) if it is the conjunction of clauses,
and to be in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if it is the disjunction of terms. The size of a
term is the number of variables in the term. For example, x1x2 _ x3x4x5 is in DNF.
A depth of a circuit is the maximum distance from an input to the output. Both DNF
and CNF can be view as a two level circuits. The class of AC 0 includes circuits of polynomial
size with AND, NOT an OR of unbounded fan-in and constant depth.
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First we consider a property of the \large" Fourier coecients of a DNF with terms of size
d. We show that the sum of squares of the coecients, that correspond to sets larger than a
certain threshold  (d) is bounded by ". This implies that when approximating such a DNF,
we can ignore the coecients of sets larger than  (d), and use the Low Degree Algorithm.
Later we show that there is a better sparse approximation for a DNF.
We introduce the notion of a restriction and a random restriction. A restriction  is a
mapping of the input variables to 0, 1 and . The function obtained from f (x1;    ; xn) by
applying a restriction  is denoted by f . The inputs of f are those xi for which (xi) = ,
while all other variables are set according to .
The set of live variables with respect to a restriction  is the set of variables that is
assigned the value , this set is denoted by live() = fxij(xi) = g. A random restriction
 with a parameter p is obtained by setting each xi, independently, to a value from f; 0; 1g,
such that Pr[(xi) = ] = p, and Pr[(xi) = 1] = Pr[(xi) = 0] = 1 2 p .
We base our proof on the following two lemmas. The proof of the rst lemma appears in
appendix A.
Lemma 5.11 Let f be a boolean function and  a random restriction with parameter p.
Then,
X ^2
f (S )  2 Pr [DT-depth(f)  tp=2]:
jS j>t

Note that the above lemma is non-trivial only if Pr[DT-depth(f)  tp=2]  12 .
The property of DNF that we would use is based on random restriction. The following
lemma, from [Has86], states that a DNF after a random restriction can be described by a
small decision tree.
Lemma 5.12 (Hastad) Let f be given by a DNF formula where each term has size at most
d, and a random restriction  with parameter p (i.e. Pr[(xi) = ] = p). Then,
Pr [DT-depth(f)  s]  (5pd)s :
Based on the above two lemmas we show the following lemma.
Lemma 5.13 Let f be a function that can be written by a DNF with terms of size d. Then,
X ^2
f (S )  "
jS j>20d log "2

Proof: Combining Lemma 5.11 with Lemma 5.12 and setting p = 1=10d, t = 20d log 2"

and s = tp=2 = log 2" gives,

X ^2
f (S )  2(5pd)s = 2( 21 )s = ":

jS j>t
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2

The above Lemma demonstrates that in order to approximate a DNF with terms of size
d, it is sucient to consider the coecients of sets of size at most  = O(d log 1" ). Using the
Low Degree Algorithm we can learn this class in O(n ) time. Later we show how this class
can be better approximated using a sparse function, which would result in a signi cantly
improved running time.

5.3.1 Approximation the AC 0 Class

The class AC 0 can be viewed as a generalization of DNF. It consists of circuits composed from
AND, OR and NOT gates with unbounded fan-in, where the number of gates is polynomial
in the number of inputs and the depth of the circuit is constant.
The following lemma is from [Has86], and can be derived by repeated applications of
Lemma 5.12.

Lemma 5.14 (Hastad) Let f be an AC 0 circuit with M gates and depth d. Then,
Pr[DT-depth(f)  s]  M 2 s ;
where  is a random restriction with parameter p  10ds1d .
1

Choosing the parameters p = 1=(10td
5.11, we have the following theorem.

1=d )

and s =

pt
2

= t1=d=20, and applying Lemma

Theorem 5.15 Let f be an AC 0 circuit with M gates and depth d. Then,
X ^2
f  M2

jAjt

1

td
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:

For t = (20 log M" )d the sum is bounded by ". Thus, running the Low Degree Algorithm
results in time complexity of O(npoly log(n) ).
Remark: From the result of [Kha93] we cannot hope to get a better running time than
O(npoly log(n) ), unless some cryptographic assumption about factoring is false.

5.3.2 Sparse approximation of DNF

We show that DNF with \small" terms can be approximated by a sparse function.

Theorem 5.16 For any function f that can be described by a DNF with terms of size d
there exists an M -sparse function g that "-approximates f and M  dO(d log " ).
1
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The proof of the above theorem is based on combining two lemmas. The rst is Lemma
5.13, that shows that the coecients of \large" sets are negligible. The second is Lemma
5.17 (proved in Appendix B), in which we restrict our attention to coecients of sets of size
at most  . We show that the sum of the absolute values of the coecients of all the sets of
size at most  is bounded by dO( ).

Lemma 5.17 If a function f can be described by a DNF with terms of size d then
X ^
jf (S )j  4(20d) = dO( )
S :jS j

Based on the above lemma we prove Theorem 5.16.
Proof of Theorem 5.16: Given a function f , that is described by a DNF with terms of
size d, we need to exhibit a function g that "-approximates f . Let  = 20d log 4" .
De ne g0 to be the function whose Fourier coecients of sets less than  are identical
to those of f and the Fourier coecients of sets larger than  are zero. By Lemma 5.13
E [(f g0)2]  "=2.
Lemma 5.17 gives a property of sets less than  . This property shows that the sum, in
0
O ( ) .
absolute value, of the coecients of the \small" sets, is small,
speci
cally,
L
1 (g )  d
O
By Theorem 5.5, there exists a function g with at most (2d " ) non zero coecients, such
that E [(g0 g)2]  "=2, which concludes the proof of the theorem.
2
A major open problem is Computational Learning Theory is the complexity of learning
a DNF with a polynomial number of terms. We o er here a conjecture, that if resolved in
the armative, implies that the Sparse Algorithm learns polynomial size DNF eciently.
( ) 2

Conjecture 5.18 Any DNF with at most m terms can be "-approximated by a t-sparse

function, where t = mO(log " ) .
1
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A Proof of Lemma 5.11
We want to prove that for any boolean function f :
X ^2
f (S )  2 Pr [DT-depth(f)  tp=2]
jS j>t

De ne live(A) = jfxi : xi 2 A; (xi) = gj. Recall from section 5.2 that DT-depth(f )  k
implies for every S , such that jS j > k; then f^(S ) = 0. Therefore a sucient statement is,
X ^2
f (S )  2 Pr [9A : live(A)  tp2 and f^(A) 6= 0]
jS j>t

Lemma A.1 Let f be a boolean function and  a random restriction with parameter p.

Then,

E[

X
live(A) tp2

f^2(A)]  Pr [9A : live(A)  tp2 and f^(A) 6= 0]:

Proof: Let Ind() be 1 if there exists a set A, such that live(A)  tp2 and f^(A) 6= 0.

We can rewrite the probability as,

tp and f^ (A) 6= 0] = X Pr[]Ind():
Pr
[
9
A
:
live
(
A
)



2


Consider a restriction  for which Ind() = 1. Since,
X ^2
f (A)  1;
0
live(A) tp2

then,

Ind() = 1 =

X ^2
X ^2
f ( A) 
f (A):
live(A) tp2

A

For a random restriction for which Ind() = 0, there is no A such that live(A)  tp2 and
f^(A) 6= 0. Hence, the sum Plive(A) tp f^2(A) = 0, therefore,
X ^2
Ind() = 0 =
f  ( A) :
2

live(A) tp2

We showed that for any restriction ,
Ind() 

X
live(A) tp2

f^2(A):

Since this holds for any restriction , the lemma follows.
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Claim A.2 Let f be a boolean function, then
X ^2
X ^2
f (A)];
f (A)  2ES [
jA\S j tp2

jAj>t

where S is a random set such that the probability that i 2 S is p.

Proof: Using Cherno bounds, for tp > 8 it holds that Pr[jA \ S j > tp2 ] > 12 and the

claim follows.
Combining Lemma A.1 and Claim A.2, it is sucient to prove that,
X ^2
X ^2
ES [
f (A)] = E [
f (A)]:
jA\S j tp2

2

live(A) tp2

De nition A.3 Let fSc x be the function f, where the restriction  has as the live variables
the set S and the other variables (i.e. those in S c ) are assigned a value according to x.

A restriction  maps many coecients of f to the same coecient in f, thus the
mapping is not unique. The following lemma states that the sum of squares of coecients
which are being mapped to , is the same as the expected value of the coecient square at
. Since the order of variables has no meaning we can permute the variables such that all
variables of S appear rst.
Lemma A.4 For S = f1; : : : ; kg and 2 f0; 1gk ,
X ^2
f ( ) = Ex2f0;1gn k [f^S2c x( )]
2f0;1gn k

Proof: We use the tools developed in section 4.3. Recall that f (x) = P f^( )S (x)
when jj jj = k and jjxjj = jj jj = n k. Lemma 4.6 states that,
f (x) = Ey [f (xy) (y)]:
Using this we get that,
X ^2
f ( ) = Ex[f 2(x)] = Ex[Ey 2[f (xy)S (y)]] = Ex[f^S2c x( )]:

2
Lemma A.5 Let f be a boolean function and  a random restriction with parameter p.
Then,
X ^2
X ^2
f (A)] = E [
f (A)];
ES [
live(A) tp2

jA\S j tp2

where S is a random set such that the probability that i 2 S is p.
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Proof: From Lemma A.4 we have that

X ^2
f ( ) = Ex[f^S2c x( )]:

Let be the charateristic vector of the set A  S and the charateristic vector of the set
B  S c, then,
X ^2
f (A [ B ) = Ex[f^S2c x(A)]:
B S c

Summing over all A of size greater than k gives that,
X ^2
X X ^2
Ex[fSc x(A)]:
f (A [ B ) =
AS B S c

AS

jAj>k

jAj>k

Averaging over S maintain the identity,
X ^2
X
ES [
f (A)] = ES Ex[ f^S2c x( )]:
jA\S jk

AS

jAj>k

Since ES Ex is simply E and setting k = tp2 , then,
X ^2
X ^2
f (A)] = E [
f (A)]:
ES [
live(A) tp2

jA\S j tp2

From the last equality, the correctness of lemma follows.
2
Proof of Lemma 5.11: From Lemma A.1 we have that,
X ^2
E [
f (A)]  Pr [9A : live(A)  tp2 and f^ (A) 6= 0] = Pr [DT-depth(f)  tp=2]:
live(A) tp
2

By Lemma A.5 we have that

ES [

X ^2
X ^2
f (A)] = E [
f (A)]:
live(A) tp2

jA\S j tp2

By Claim A.2 we have,

X ^2
X ^2
f (A)]:
f (A)  2ES [
jA\S j tp2

jAj>t

The lemma follows from combining the three above expressions.
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B Proof of Lemma 5.17
In this proof we focus on coecients of small sets. While any speci c coecient of a set
of size less than  = 20d log 4=" can potentially be \signi cant", in order to achieve a good
approximation, we show that only a relatively small number of such coecients can be
simultaneously \signi cant". This is done by bounding the sum in absolute value of those
coecients. In the derivation of the bounds we use the following de nitions.
De nition B.1 Let
X ^
L1;k (f ) =
jf (S )j;
jS j= k

and

L1(f ) =

n
X
i=0

L1;k(f ) =

X ^
jf (S )j
S

Our main aim is to bound L1;k (f ) by dO(k), where d is the size of the largest term in a
DNF representation of f .
The proof uses the fact that after a random restriction, the restricted DNF can be written
as a decision tree with a small depth. Using Theorem 5.10 which states that L1(f )  m,
where m is the number of nodes in the decision tree that computes f , we bound the L1(f )
as a function of its depth.
Claim B.2 For a function f , if DT-depth(f )  s then L1(f )  2s .
Proof: Since DT-depth(f )  s, the number of leaves is at most 2s and the Claim follows
from Theorem 5.10 that the bounds the L1(f ) of decision trees by the number of leaves in
the tree.
2
We start by showing that after a random restriction the L1 norm of the restricted function
is very small.
Lemma B.3 Let f be given by a DNF formula where each clause has size at most d. Let 
be random restriction with parameter p  201d , then
E[L1(f)]  2:
Proof: We can express the expectation as,
n
X
E [L1(f)] = Pr[DT-depth(f) = s]  E[L1(f) j DT-depth(f) = s]:
s=0

By Lemma B.2, for any , such that DT-depth(f) = s, then L1(f)  2s . By Lemma 5.12
Pr[DT-depth(f )  s]  (5dp)s
27

Therefore,

E[L1(f )] 

n
n
X
X
(5pd)s 2s = (10pd)s :
s=0

s=0

For p 
the sum is less than 2, and the lemma follows.
2
The next lemma establishes the connection between L1;k (f ) and the value of E[L1;k (f)].
Lemma B.4 Let f be a boolean function and  a random restriction with parameter p (i.e.
Pr[xi = ] = p), then
L1;k (f )  ( 1p )k E[L1;k (f)]
1
20d ,

Proof: Consider a random variable L  fx1    xng, such that for each xi, independently,
Pr[xi 2 L] = p. The random variable L is the set of live variables in a random restriction

with parameter p. We can rewrite L1;k in the following way.
X ^
X ^
jf (S )j]:
L1;k (f ) =
jf (S )j = ( p1 )k EL [
S
L
&
j
S
j
=
k
jS j=k
Note that in both summations we are summing the original coecients of the function.
Consider an an arbitrary choice for L and a subset S  L.
jf^(S )j = jEx ;:::;xn [f (x1; : : :; xn)S (x1; : : :; xn)]j
 Exi 2=LjExj 2L[f (x1; : : :; xn)S (x1; : : : ; xn)]j
= E [jf^(S )j j live() = L]:
The last equality follows from the observation that averaging over xi 2= L is the same as
taking the expectation of a random restriction whose set of live variables is restricted to be
L. Since the absolute value of every coecient S is expected to increase, this implies that,
X ^
X ^
jf (S )j  E[
jf(S )j j live() = L] = E [L1;k(f) j live() = L]:
1

S L&jS j=k

S L&jS j=k

Now we can go back and use the rst equality we derived. In that equality we are
averaging over L. Therefore,
X ^
jf (S )j]  ( 1p )k E[L1;k (f)];
L1;k (f ) = ( p1 )k EL[
S L&jS j=k
which completes the proof of the lemma.
2
We can now prove Lemma 5.17.
Proof of Lemma 5.17: Note that PS:jSj jf^(S )j = Pk=0 L1;k (f ). By setting p = 201d ,
and combining Claim B.3 and Lemma B.4, we have that
L1;k (f )  2(20d)k
and the lemma follows.
2
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